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LIGHTS OF OUR RIGHTEOUS TZADDIKIM

 

A Tzaddik, or righteous person

before 

אדר מרבי� בשמחה


_ CHASSIDUS ON THE PARSHA
 

The Light Reflected 

Outside the windows of the 
daylight was fading away. Yom
desperate. He saw a huge thunderhead 
frightening harbinger of impending doom. All day, he had tried his utmost to dispel the 
hovering cloud, the harsh decree that hung over the heads of the Jewish people. He had 
davened. He had argued. He had advo
had shaken the heavens. But all had been to no effect. The darkness continued to gather and 
grow more ominous with each passing minute, and fear gripped Rav Levi 

And then, just as the gates of Heaven were swinging shut, Rav Levi 
brilliant light flash through Heaven like a meteor, and the threatening darkness was instantly 
dispelled. Rav Levi Yitzchok breathed a sigh of relief. Disaster had been averted at the very 
last minute. But what had tipped the scales in favor of the Jewish people? What force had 
produced the dazzling bolt of light that had so thoroughly dispelled the darkness? Rav Levi 
Yitzchok knew that it had not been his own efforts. He knew full well that those had
Someone else had come to the rescue of the Jewish people. Someone else had stormed the 
gates of Heaven. But who? 

Rav Levi Yitzchok would not rest until he found the answer to this question. He 
roamed and probed the highways and byways of the uppe
the truth. The reprieve had been wrought by a group of Jewish soldiers who had been 
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יתבר	' בעזרת ה  

 

A Tzaddik, or righteous person, makes everyone else appear righteous 

before Hashem by advocating for them and finding their merits.

Kedushas Levi, Parshas Noach (Bereishis 7:1)Kedushas Levi, Parshas Noach (Bereishis 7:1)Kedushas Levi, Parshas Noach (Bereishis 7:1)Kedushas Levi, Parshas Noach (Bereishis 7:1)

אדר מרבי� בשמחהמשנכנס 
  VAZT PARSHAS

CHASSIDUS ON THE PARSHA +    

utside the windows of the shul, the sun was sinking behind the trees, and the 
Yom Kippur was almost over, and Rav Levi 

desperate. He saw a huge thunderhead of darkness looming over the Jewish people, a 
frightening harbinger of impending doom. All day, he had tried his utmost to dispel the 
hovering cloud, the harsh decree that hung over the heads of the Jewish people. He had 

. He had argued. He had advocated. He had pleaded. He had made an uproar that 
had shaken the heavens. But all had been to no effect. The darkness continued to gather and 
grow more ominous with each passing minute, and fear gripped Rav Levi Yitzchok
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Someone else had come to the rescue of the Jewish people. Someone else had stormed the 
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roamed and probed the highways and byways of the upper worlds until he finally discovered 
the truth. The reprieve had been wrought by a group of Jewish soldiers who had been 
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was almost over, and Rav Levi Yitzchok was 
of darkness looming over the Jewish people, a 

frightening harbinger of impending doom. All day, he had tried his utmost to dispel the 
hovering cloud, the harsh decree that hung over the heads of the Jewish people. He had 

cated. He had pleaded. He had made an uproar that 
had shaken the heavens. But all had been to no effect. The darkness continued to gather and 

Yitzchok’s heart. 
es of Heaven were swinging shut, Rav Levi Yitzchok saw a 

brilliant light flash through Heaven like a meteor, and the threatening darkness was instantly 
breathed a sigh of relief. Disaster had been averted at the very 

e. But what had tipped the scales in favor of the Jewish people? What force had 
produced the dazzling bolt of light that had so thoroughly dispelled the darkness? Rav Levi 

knew that it had not been his own efforts. He knew full well that those had failed. 
Someone else had come to the rescue of the Jewish people. Someone else had stormed the 

would not rest until he found the answer to this question. He 
r worlds until he finally discovered 

the truth. The reprieve had been wrought by a group of Jewish soldiers who had been 
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conscripted into the army of the Russian czar. These unfortunate souls were forced to remain 
in their regiments for at least ten years, often much longer, separated from their families, their 
traditions, their people. Nonetheless, on Yom Kippur the Jewish soldiers trapped in this cycle 
of misery would come together to daven to Hashem. It was the tefilla during the last moments 
of Yom Kippur of the chazzan of this group, the one who had led the desperate tefillos of these 
Jewish soldiers, that had illuminated the heavens and dispelled the dark cloud that hung over 
the Jewish people. 

This group that Rav Levi Yitzchok had detected after great effort was stationed in a 
town that was very far from Berditchev. Although Rav Levi Yitzchok was eager to meet the 
chazzan, it would necessitate a long and difficult journey. Nonetheless, because Rav Levi 
Yitzchok wanted very much to see him and hear his tefilla, he decided to go on this arduous 
journey the following Yom Kippur. 

Rav Levi Yitzchok arrived in that town on Erev Yom Kippur and immediately set out to 
find the Jewish soldiers. This was no simple matter. Everywhere he turned, he encountered 
doors that closed in his face. But Rav Levi Yitzchok was not to be deterred. He finally 
discovered where the group was meeting and went to join them. 

When he entered the room, it was already time for Ne’ila. The gates of Heaven were 
about to swing shut. The Jewish soldiers stood huddled together, seeking comfort in their 
unity.  

Rav Levi Yitzchok stood transfixed by the scene unfolding before his eyes. He saw one 
of the soldiers step forward to serve as the chazzan. But before he began the service, he turned 
to face the others. 

“My dear friends,” he said, “my comrades, my brothers. We stand here at the closing 
moments of this holy day. This is the moment of last resort. It is the moment when people all 
over the world plead with Hashem to provide them with what they want and what they need. 
Some people ask for money, a decent living to provide for their families. Others ask for a 
family; they are alone, and they want a wife and children. People ask for health, for success, 
for whatever is in their hearts. But what do we ask for?” 

He paused for a moment and lifted his eyes to Heaven. 

“Master of the Universe,” he cried out, “what do we ask of You? Do we ask for food, 
for a livelihood? This means nothing to us now. We are in the czar’s army, and we are 
provided our meager rations of bread. Do we ask for a wife and children? How can we when 
we are conscripted and torn away from our communities? What are our needs, our wants? 
What are our aspirations? What is the yearning in our hearts? We ask for only one thing. We 
ask that yisgadal veyiskadash shemei rabba, that Your great Name be exalted and sanctified.” 

Rav Levi Yitzchok stood in the rear of the room and listened in silence, and he 
trembled as he saw the brilliant light of these words rise up toward the heavens. 

n 
Dvar Torah 

The Torah tells us (Vayikra 9:16) that Moshe “brought the ola, the burnt offering, and 
performed its service kamishpot, according to the law”. What is the meaning of “according to 
the law”? Rashi states that it refers to the laws of the ola presented elsewhere.  
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We can also discern an allusion here, says Rav Levi Yitzchok, to the effectiveness of 
our tefillos during the month of Tishrei. According to the Zohar, the chatos, the sin offering, 
represents the ohr yoshor, the direct light that emanates from Heaven and is conferred upon 
the earth, while the ola, the burnt offering, represents the ohr chozer, the reflection of this 
supernal light back toward Heaven. Therefore, parts of the chatos are eaten, since the light it 
represents is entrusted to humanity. But the ola, whose light is ultimately directed to Heaven, 
must be completely consumed on the Mizbei’ach (Altar), thereby given to Hashem, so to speak. 

In this context, the word kamishpot alludes to the month in which justice is meted out, 
specifically, the month of Tishrei. During this month, the tefillos of the Jewish people reflect 
the supernal light back toward Heaven, as implied by the word Tishrei, which is spelled with 
the letters in reverse order of the alphabet – tav, shin, reish – indicating the reversal of the 
light. 

nnn 

Y  Translated Kedushas Levi on the Parsha Z 

“In the matter of the Chatos sacrifice, and the Ola sacrifice, the Chatos precedes the Ola.” (The 
reference in the Gemora is Zevochim 89; the meaning is that the sprinkling of the blood of the 
Chatos precedes the sprinkling of the blood of the Ola, and the reason given there is that the 
former accomplishes atonement for those who have incurred the penalty of Koreis, excision.) 
 

The kabbalistic reason is that the Chatos is “direct light” from 
the Upper World to the Lower World, whereas the Ola is “reflected 
light” from the Lower World to the Upper World, (see the Zohar 
HaKodosh, Part 1, 246a), and therefore, the Ola is completely burned. 
And that is the meaning of “And he brought the Ola near and he 
performed its service according to the law” (Vayikra 9:16). That is, like 
Rosh Chodesh Tishrei, where we find the letters listed backward (that 

is, according to the Tashrak, the “backward” Hebrew Alphabet: tav, shin, reish…Chodesh Tishrei 
is full of mitzvos performed by the people of Yisrael, for the “pleasure” of Hashem, as the letters 
return to the yud, symbolizing Hashem, as opposed to Chodesh Nissan, which is called Chodesh 
HaAviv, where there is “direct light” from Hashem to Yisrael and Aviv is spelled according to the 
regular forward-running Aleph-Bais) according to the secret wisdom of the “reflected light” 
(“Zohar HaKodosh,” Part 2, 186a). Consider the above and find it meaningful. (There are 
omissions in the text.) 

nnn 
 

We’ve added some content from Rav Yaacov Haber Shlita with his permission. We hope you enjoy. Editor. 

Torah Perspectives on the Parsha by Rav Yaakov Haber – www.torahlab.org 

Moshe The Peacemaker 

There is an intriguing Medrash on this week’s parsha. Moshe, in writing down the 
Torah at Hashem’s dictation, has noticed something strange. Nowhere, in the description of 
priestly functions in the book of Vayikra up to now, is his brother Aharon referred to directly. 
Repeatedly, the instructions refer to Bnei Aharon (“the sons or descendants of Aharon”). Why 
is this? 

Relating the 
kabbalistic reason to the 
nigleh reason, one could 
say that atonement can 
only be attained by “direct 
light” from the Upper 
World.  
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According to the Medrash, Moshe pleads with Hashem on behalf of his brother in the 
following way: “Hashem, is it possible that you hate the well but love the water that flows 
from it?” (meaning: “How can You hate Aharon by refusing to refer to him, but still love his 
sons?”) And Hashem, according to the Medrash, does not say, “You are being hypersensitive 
– I’m not annoyed at Aharon!” He responds, in fact, “Very well, because of your plea, I shall 
relent.” And in the very next pasuk (beginning the parsha), we read: “Hashem spoke to 
Moshe, saying: ‘Command Aharon and his sons thus…’ (Vayikra 6:1–2). Hashem’s annoyance 
is over! 

This is a strange Medrash! What is the reason for Hashem’s annoyance? We know 
Aharon was a Tzaddik. If it was for the sin of the Eigel HaZohov (Golden Calf), we know that 
Aharon has already done teshuva (repentance) for that. Further, Hashem had appointed him 
Kohen Godol (High Priest)! Why would He do that if He were annoyed with him? 

The explanation, I think, is the following: there is teshuva, and there is teshuva. One 
may perform teshuva for a particular sin, according to all the rules spelled out by the 
Rambam, and there is still something missing – there is still that part of one’s nature which 
led one to do the sin in the first place, and which has not been changed, and remains as a 
blemish on one’s neshoma (soul). 

The last step in the Rambam’s list of steps for teshuva is the (sincere) statement by the 
penitent: “I am someone else, not the same person (as the one who sinned)”. What does this 
mean – to be “someone else”? It does not mean that the penitent has changed his appearance, 
and is now sporting the “ba’al teshuva look”. It means something deeper – that he has 
removed this blemish from his soul. 

Rabbeinu Yona, in Sha’are Teshuva, says that a ben Torah, in doing teshuva, must 
start anew. This is the same idea. 

So Moshe perhaps understood Hashem’s displeasure with Aharon in the following way: 
Aharon had indeed gone through all the technicalities of teshuva for the sin of the Eigel 
HaZohov, and was therefore qualified to be Kohen Godol. Yet there was this final step that 
perhaps Aharon had not (yet) done, and that was responsible for Hashem’s continuing ire. 

How do Aharon’s sons (the “water from the well”) come into this? The Chovos 
HaLevovos makes a fascinating comment on the upbringing of children. He says that a child 
is much more perceptive than we may realize (or than the child may realize!) A child realizes 
what his parents really (deep down) want from him. Even if the parent were to say: “I want 
such-and-such from you,” if that is not in accordance with the parent’s deepest wishes, the 
child will realize this, and behave accordingly. 

So Moshe was saying, in effect, “See how wonderful Aharon’s sons are! They must be 
that way in response to the desires of Aharon’s deepest nature, which they can perceive, and 
that proves that Aharon has indeed carried out this final, deepest step of teshuva.” 

In the book of Malachi we read: “Then you will once again see the difference between a 
righteous person (Tzaddik) and a wicked person (rosha), between a servant of Hashem and 
one who does not serve Him” (3:18). The Gemora asks: Why do we need both contrasting 
pairs here – what is the difference between a Tzaddik and a servant of Hashem? And it gives 
the answer: a servant of Hashem is a very special kind of Tzaddik. In terms of our discussion, 
we can say that a Tzaddik is one who has performed teshuva according to all the rules, but 
without the last step of remaking his neshoma, and a servant of Hashem is one who has 
performed this final step as well. 

Let us point out one more item of interest in connection with our theme. Some of you 
have probably had the experience, as I have, of trying to help someone, without success. 
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Whatever you do does not seem to work. 

When you’re just about to give up, realize that there is still one thing left – tefilla, and 
that seems to do the trick. Notice that, according to our analysis, although Aharon had 
performed the final step in teshuva, and was therefore worthy of being brought back into 
Hashem’s favor, it needed Moshe’s tefilla on his behalf to make this happen. 

Hashem obviously knew that Aharon was worthy of forgiveness, if Moshe knew it! It is 
as if He was waiting for someone to daven on Aharon’s behalf. And this Moshe did, even 
though his own status might be reduced once Aharon was restored to Hashem’s good graces. 
Moshe’s unselfish behavior here should be a lesson to all of us. As it says in the Gemora: 
“When you daven for someone else, your tefilla will be answered first for you.” 

� � � � � � 

 

Fire At The Seder 

One of the great heroes of the Holocaust was Rav Kalman Klonymus Shapiro, the 
Piazetzner Rebbe. In the prime of his life as a Rebbe he was taken into the hell of the Warsaw 
Ghetto. He had a workload like everyone else, suffered from malnutrition, and was 
surrounded by disease and death. He decided in the ghetto that he had a mission. He would 
give his last ounce to keep Jews strong in their faith. He was a holy man who gathered 
hundreds of people late every Friday night for a tisch (a gathering of Chassidim). He would 
allow only the children to sit at the table while all the adults looked on with awe. 

It is hard to believe that the Piazetzner wrote three books while in the ghetto. In one of 
those books he writes: “The soul of a person loves to feel. It yearns not only for feelings of 
happiness but even for melancholy and tearful feelings. A person will listen to horror stories 
and watch violent horrifying scenes which actually bring him to tears, just so he will be able to 
feel. Emotion is the food of the soul; it is as much of a need of the soul as food is to the body. A 
person who fulfills this need with emotional tefilla and study is nourishing the soul correctly. 
Prayer and study without emotion will leave a vacuum that will force the soul to search for 
emotion anywhere, even in sinful behavior.” (Tzav VeZiruz) 

I was reviewing the laws concerning the prohibition of eating matza on the day of the 
Seder. We refrain from eating matza so that we don’t spoil our appetite for the matza that we 
will eat at the Seder. The Gemora gives a very graphic, almost risqué, metaphor: 

“Anyone who eats matza on Erev Pesach it is as if he has had intimate relations with 
his bride before the wedding.” 

The metaphor sounds extreme, yet it teaches us an extreme lesson. When we finally eat 
the matza at the Seder, the moment should be one of ultimate intimacy with Hashem! 
Jumping the gun and eating matza before the Seder would spoil “the moment”. The Seder 
should feel like our wedding night with Hashem! 

Today, vast numbers of Jews do not see Judaism as an option for filling the vacuum of 
the soul. For some reason, maybe longevity and routine, a fundamental aspect of Judaism is 
not being accessed. 

True Judaism is about the infusion of holiness into mundane reality. Our minds and 
our emotions are necessary for basic living, but they can also accomplish the loftiest spiritual 
heights. Mitzvos are not just good deeds but rather they are a permeation of the spiritual into 
the physical. 

The task of imbuing mundane tasks with spiritual meaning is not an easy one. This is 
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why so many Jews find Jewish ritual so distant and opaque. But attaining spiritual greatness 
is not supposed to be easy. It is not the quick fix of physical pleasure, or the sublime pleasure 
that can come with separation from the world. 

The task before us every day of the year is to carefully perfect the physical mitzva 
environment that we live in and then to light the fire. 

� � � � � � 

  הילולא

The anniversary of the petira of a Tzaddik is known as a Hilula, which means “A Day of Joy”. 

One of the tools that Kabbola teaches is to connect to a Tzaddik (righteous person). The 
method to connect to a Tzaddik is to adopt the following ritual: 

1) Learn the anniversary of his petira or, if this information is not available, the days of Erev 
Rosh Chodesh, Rosh Chodesh and the fifteenth day of the Hebrew month can be utilized for a 
connection. 

2) Light a twenty-five-hour candle in his or her honor. There is no specific berocha. Some say 
the following: This candle is being lit in the merit of ______________. 

Others say that it is the custom within Klal Yisrael to light a yahrzeit candle on the day that a 
relative or a Tzaddik has passed away. The lighting has no accompanying blessing, and people would 
like to express themselves in a tefilla when lighting the candle. This is not only true on a yahrzeit but 
on every Yom Tov as well. 

The author of the Pele Yo’etz, Rav Eliezer Papo (1785–1828), did in fact compose such a tefilla. 
Rav Papo was the Rav of the city of Selestria in Bulgaria. Bulgaria was a part of the Ottoman Empire at 
the time. The tefilla of the Pele Yo’etz is reproduced and translated below, as a public service. 

Hebrew Tefilla for Lighting a Yahrzeit or Hilula Candle 

�ֵ _______ יק ִד צַ הַ / י ִת ָר י מוֹ ִמ ִא / י בִ ת �מַ ְ� י נִ יל�עִ לְ ת �חַ נ�ְמ ה לִ ר זֶ יק נֵ לִ ְד י מַ ינִ ֵר הַ �/ ַ�ת 
ד כבד מוֹ א עָ צֵ יֵ ת וַ ַ� ָר ל &ָ ' עַ עֵ א יוֹ לֶ &ֶ ל הַ עַ �ַ � ִמ גֵ מָ $ הַ לֶ ר אֶ פֶ סֵ ת �ַ "צַ ְמ נִ ה הַ ילָ פִ ְ  _______ 

 ַהטוֹב ַמֲע0ֶה ָ/ל �ְבָרצוֹ� ְ�ַרֲחִמי. ֶ�ְ ַקֵ�ל, ֲאבוֵֹתינ� ֵוא+ֵהי ֶא+ֵקינ� ‘ה י(נֶ פָ לְ � ִמ צוֹ י ָר ִה יְ 
י יל�עִ לְ ת �חַ נ�ְמ לְ ת �כ�זְ ל לִ /ֹ ה הַ יֶ ְה יִ ה וְ ְ�ַמֲע0ֶ  ֵ�י�, ְ�ִדי��ר ֵ�י�, ְ�ַמַחָ�ָבה ֵ�י�, עו0ֶֹה ֶ�"ִני

י ִה יְ . _______יק ִד צַ / י ִמ ִא / י בִ ל �ה ֶ� מָ ָ� נְ � חַ ר� �פֶ נֶ ט לְ ָר פְ �ִ �, לאֵ ָר 0ְ יִ  (ְמ ת עַ מוֹ ָ� נְ לִ 
 .י.יִ חַ ר הַ רוֹ צְ ת �ִ רוֹ ר�. צְ יהֶ תֵ וֹ�פְ ה נַ נָ יֶ ְה ִ  � ֶ� צוֹ ָר 

Translation: 

Behold I am lighting this lamp for the resting and uplifting of the soul of my father/my 
mother/the Tzaddik _______ the son/daughter of ______________. May it be Your will 
before you, Hashem, our G-d and the G-d of our forefathers, that all my good deeds whether 
in thought, speech or action be done for a merit and a resting and an elevation of the souls of 
your nation Yisrael. It should be especially for the soul of my father/mother/the Tzaddik 
_____. May it be Your will that their souls be bound in the bond of life. 

3) Learn about the person including history, culture, writings and teachings. 

4) Study some of his teaching or writings.                        See more at: www.yeshshem.com/hilulah.htm 
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Y GEDOLIM BE'MISASAM YOSERGEDOLIM BE'MISASAM YOSERGEDOLIM BE'MISASAM YOSERGEDOLIM BE'MISASAM YOSER

YAHRZEITS FOR WEEK 
http://www.chinuch.org/gedolim_yahrtzeits/

Biographical information and yahrzeits 

� 16th of Adar II ~ Begins 
� Rav Sholom “Charif” Ulman

Haflo’a) in Frankfurt for many years, Rav 

town in Bavaria, Germany. He later moved to Hungary and served as 

Frauenkirchen and Lankenbach. Only one of his manuscripts, 

masechtos, has been published. Rav Sholom was 

� Rav Elozor Menachem Mendel Biederman

Moshe Biederman, (5587–5643/

� Rav Pinchas Menachem Alter

Avrohom Mordechai Alter (the 

Palinitz, Poland, when his father was 

members, he escaped to Eretz Yisrael during World War II. In 1946, he married his cousin, and 

two years later, his father passed away. Three of the 

Rav Yisrael (the Bais Yisrael, 

and Rav Pinchas Menachem (the 

Menachem was Rosh Yeshiva 

thirty, and was head of Agudas Yisrael

(5756/1996). 

� 17th of Adar II ~ Begins 
� Rav Yitzchok Friedman of Boyan, founder of the Boyaner 

Yitzchok (1849–1917). He was the third son of Rav 

Rav Yisrael of Rizhin, (5677/1917);

� Rav Chaim Davidson (1760–

after his bar mitzva, the Warsaw 

Chaim to marry his daughter, Rochel. Rav Chaim moved to Warsaw, making it his home for the 

next eighty years. When Hoffmann, the chief Prussian administrator of Warsaw, insisted t

every Jew adopt a surname for use on official documents

Davidson, in honor of his father. In addition to studying at the 

Rav Chaim often visited and studied with Ra

population of Warsaw was skyrocketing, largely because of refugees coming in from Ukraine 

and other places. From 2,519 Jews in 1765, the Jewish presence shot up to 

1816. In 1802, the maskilim were numerous enough

the “German Synagogue”. After 1815

developed between the autonomous Polish government and 

decreed the abolition of the 

consisting of the Rav, his assistant and three trustees. In 1822, Rav Chaim was chosen as one of 

Warsaw’s three trustees and held this position for two years. After the passing of the 

Shlomo in 1839, a council appointed Rav Chaim to be the new 

wealthy son, Rav Naftoli, supplied him with funds to continue the numerous 

he had financed while he himself had been a wealthy man, (5614/1854);
Tzav / MeOros.HaTzaddikim@gmail.com 
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YAHRZEITS FOR WEEK FOLLOWING PARSHAS TZAV
http://www.chinuch.org/gedolim_yahrtzeits/Adar 

Biographical information and yahrzeits compiled by Reb Manny Saltiel and www.anshe.org

Begins Friday Night (Mar 25th)  
Ulman. Having learned under Rav Pinchas HaLevi Horowitz (the 

) in Frankfurt for many years, Rav Sholom became Rav and Rosh Yeshiva

town in Bavaria, Germany. He later moved to Hungary and served as 

Frauenkirchen and Lankenbach. Only one of his manuscripts, Divrei Rash

, has been published. Rav Sholom was niftar on his seventieth birthday, (5585/1

r Menachem Mendel Biederman, Lelover Rav in Yerushalayim, the son of Rav 

5643/1827–1883 – Adar II); 

Rav Pinchas Menachem Alter, the Pnei Menachem of Ger (1926–1996). The fifth son of Rav 

Mordechai Alter (the Imrei Emes), Rav Pinchas was born in the resort town of 

when his father was sixty years old. Along with his father and other family 

Yisrael during World War II. In 1946, he married his cousin, and 

r, his father passed away. Three of the Imrei Emes’ sons became 

, niftar 1977), Rav Simcha Bunim (the Lev Simcha

and Rav Pinchas Menachem (the Pnei Menachem, niftar 1996). However, Rav Pinchas 

 of Sefas Emes of Ger in Yerushalayim from the time he was 

Agudas Yisrael after the petira of Rav Yitzchok

Begins Motzai Shabbos (Mar 26th) 
of Boyan, founder of the Boyaner Chassidim, mechaber

1917). He was the third son of Rav Avrohom Yaakov of Sadigora, the son of 

, (5677/1917); 

–1854). Born in Pinchov, he lost his father at an early age. Soon 

, the Warsaw gevir, Rav Naftoli Tzvi Tzinimer, made the 

Rochel. Rav Chaim moved to Warsaw, making it his home for the 

years. When Hoffmann, the chief Prussian administrator of Warsaw, insisted t

every Jew adopt a surname for use on official documents in 1795, Rav Chaim took the name 

Davidson, in honor of his father. In addition to studying at the Yeshiva of the 

Rav Chaim often visited and studied with Rav Akiva Eiger. In the early 1800s, the Jewish 

population of Warsaw was skyrocketing, largely because of refugees coming in from Ukraine 

and other places. From 2,519 Jews in 1765, the Jewish presence shot up to 

were numerous enough to open their own shul, which they named 

After 1815, when Russia annexed Warsaw, a deadly partnership 

developed between the autonomous Polish government and the Haskola Jews. An edict in 1821 

decreed the abolition of the kehillos, and substituted them with “Congregational Boards

, his assistant and three trustees. In 1822, Rav Chaim was chosen as one of 

s three trustees and held this position for two years. After the passing of the 

, a council appointed Rav Chaim to be the new Rav of Warsaw. Thereafter, his 

li, supplied him with funds to continue the numerous 

le he himself had been a wealthy man, (5614/1854); 

Z 

V 

www.anshe.org 

Horowitz (the Ba’al 

Rosh Yeshiva in Ansbach, a 

town in Bavaria, Germany. He later moved to Hungary and served as Rav in Stampen, 

Divrei Rash, on several 

on his seventieth birthday, (5585/1825); 

in Yerushalayim, the son of Rav 

1996). The fifth son of Rav 

), Rav Pinchas was born in the resort town of 

years old. Along with his father and other family 

Yisrael during World War II. In 1946, he married his cousin, and 

’ sons became Rebbes of Ger: 

Lev Simcha, niftar 1992), 

). However, Rav Pinchas 

of Ger in Yerushalayim from the time he was 

Yitzchok Meir Levine, 

mechaber of Pachad 

Yaakov of Sadigora, the son of 

1854). Born in Pinchov, he lost his father at an early age. Soon 

li Tzvi Tzinimer, made the shidduch for Rav 

Rochel. Rav Chaim moved to Warsaw, making it his home for the 

years. When Hoffmann, the chief Prussian administrator of Warsaw, insisted that 

Chaim took the name 

of the Nesivos in Lissa, 

early 1800s, the Jewish 

population of Warsaw was skyrocketing, largely because of refugees coming in from Ukraine 

and other places. From 2,519 Jews in 1765, the Jewish presence shot up to fifteen thousand by 

, which they named 

when Russia annexed Warsaw, a deadly partnership 

Jews. An edict in 1821 

Congregational Boards” 

, his assistant and three trustees. In 1822, Rav Chaim was chosen as one of 

s three trustees and held this position for two years. After the passing of the Chemdas 

of Warsaw. Thereafter, his 

li, supplied him with funds to continue the numerous chessed projects 
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� Rav Shimon Sofer, Rav and Av Bais Din of Cracow (1821–1883). Born in Pressburg, Rav 

Shimon was the second son of the Chasam Sofer, (5643/1883 – Adar II); 

� Rav Yisrael Ze’ev Mintzberg (Minzberg), Av Bais Din of K’hal Chassidim (or K’hal 

Masmidim) in Yerushalayim, (5722/1962 – Adar II); 

� Rav Avrohom Menachem Danziger, the ninth Admor of Alexander (1921–2005). The earliest 

Chassidim of Alexander followed Rav Shraga Feivel of Gritza (niftar 1848) who was a close 

talmid of Rav Simcha Bunim of Peshis’cha. After Rav Shraga Feivel’s petira, they followed 

Rav Menachem Mendel of Vorki. After his petira in 1864, they followed Rav Yechiel (1828–

1894), the son of Rav Shraga Feivel. He set up court in Alexander near Lodz, Poland. Rav 

Yechiel had three sons. One of them, Rav Yerachmiel Yisrael Yitzchok, led the Alexander 

Chassidim from 1894 to 1910 and was the mechaber of Yismach Yisrael. After his passing, his 

younger brother, Rav Shmuel Tzvi (the Tiferes Shmuel), led the court until 1924. The third 

brother, Rav Betzalel Yair, followed. Rav Shmuel Tzvi’s son, Rav Yitzchok, took over 

leadership until the Holocaust. The Alexander Chassidim, who outnumbered all others in 

Europe except for Ger, all but perished. The broken pieces were put together by Rav Yehuda 

Moshe, son-in-law of Rav Betzalel Yair; he had departed Poland for Eretz Yisrael in 1934. Of 

his nine sons, only one survived, Rav Avrohom Menachem. He was survived by three sons, four 

daughters and thousands of pages of chiddushei Torah yet to be published, (5765/2005 – Adar 

II). 

� 18th of Adar II ~ Begins Sunday Night (Mar 27th) 
� Rav Alexander Ziskind, born in Brzhen, but lived most of his life in Horodna (Grodno, 

Belarus), Lithuania, the product of the teaching of Rav Aryeh Leib Epstein, Rav of Nikolsburg. 

He authored the mussar work Yesod V’shoresh Ha’avoda, which teaches how one should 

behave every hour of the day and kavonos for tefillos and mitvos, as well as Karnei Ohr, a 

commentary on the Zohar, (5460–5554/1700–1794 – Adar II); 

� Rav Chanoch Henoch HaKohen Levin (1798–1870), Alexander Rebbe. He was a talmid of 

Rav Simcha Bunim of Peshis’cha, Rav Menachem Mendel of Kotzk and the Chiddushei 

HaRim, (5630/1870 – Adar II); 

� Rav Nachum Mordechai Friedman, Tchortkover Rebbe, (5706/1946 – Adar II); 

� Rav Yechezkel Levenstein, mashgiach of Ponevezh, (1885–1974). Born in Warsaw in 1896 to 

Osminer Chassidim, he lost his mother at age five. At thirteen, he joined the Yeshiva at Lomza. 

Early in life, he moved to Radin to learn with the Chofetz Chaim. There, he met the mashgiach, 

Rav Yeruchom Levovitz, who was a talmid of the Alter of Kelm. He then learned in Kelm, 

where he was fortunate to enjoy the close attention of Rav Tzvi Hirsch Broide (son-in-law of 

the Alter), at whose table he ate his Shabbos meals. In 1919, while Rav Yeruchom was serving 

as mashgiach, the Mirrer Yeshiva was exiled from its hometown of Mir, Poland, into Russia and 

then to Vilna. Rav Chatzkel, who was then learning in Mir, was asked by the Rosh Yeshiva, Rav 

Eliezer Yehuda Finkel, to supervise the Yeshiva’s spiritual welfare until Rav Yeruchom 

returned. Rav Chatzkel was approached by Rav Aharon Kotler, who headed Yeshiva Eitz Chaim 

in Kletsk, to come and serve as mashgiach ruchani in his Yeshiva. Rav Chatzkel accepted. In 

1935, he moved to Eretz Yisrael to serve as mashgiach of Yeshivas Lomza in Petach Tikva, 

which was headed by Rav Reuven Katz, but he moved back to serve as mashgiach in Mir after 

the petira of Rav Yeruchom. After two years in America, he served as mashgiach at the Mir in 

Eretz Yisrael, then, upon the passing of Rav Dessler, at Ponevezh, (5734/1974); 

� Rav Moshe Weber, (1914–2000) would go to the Western Wall from his home in Mea 

She’orim nearly every day to daven and to help visitors lay tefillin. Less publicly, he distributed 
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enormous sums of tzedoka to the city’s poor. The Lubavitcher Rebbe said of him that he was 

one of the holiest and kindest people in the world. He published several volumes of Torah 

insights in Yorim Moshe. There is an ongoing periodical of his teachings distributed weekly 

called Shemu Us’chi Nafshechem, which also offers for sale his audio recordings, (5760/2000); 

� Rav Yitzchok Shlomo Zilberman, (5688–5761/1928–2001). 

� 19th of Adar II ~ Begins Monday Night (Mar 28th) 
� Rav Dovid of Dinov, father of Rav Tzvi Elimelech Shapira. Rav Dovid was the mechaber of 

Tzemach Dovid and the son of Rav Tzvi Elimelech, the Bnei Yissoschor, (5634/1874); 

� Rav Meir Yechiel Haldshtok, founder of the court of Ostrovtze, (1851–1928), a talmid of Rav 

Elimelech of Grodzinsk, a scion of the Kozhnitzer dynasty. Ostrovtze was one of two courts in 

Poland known for their Yeshivos and high level of learning; the other was Sochatchov. Rav Meir 

Yechiel’s intricate sermons, which drew heavily on gematria, came to be known as 

“Ostgrovotze pshetlach”. They have been collected in Meir Einei Chachomim, and his 

teachings on Bereishis in Ohr Torah, (5688/1928); 

� Rav Yosef Chaim Sonnenfeld, Av Bais Din and Rav of Yerushalayim before the State of Israel 

was established, (5608–5692/1848–1932 – Adar II); 

� Rav Yehuda Greenwald, Av Bais Din of Satmar, mechaber of Shevet MiYehuda, (5680/1920); 

� Rav Shmuel Engel, (1853–1935). Born in Tarno, Galicia, he was Rav of Radomishla 

(Radimishla) from 1888. Authored Sheilos Uteshuvos Maharash, (5695/1935); 

� Rav Yitzchok Kalisch, Amshinover Rebbe, New York. Son of Rav Yosef Kalisch of Amshinov, 

grandson of Rav Menachem Kalisch of Amshinov, (5753/1993); 

� Rav Yaakov Chaim Jofen (Yaffen), Rosh Yeshiva of Bais Yosef and the son of Rav Avrohom 

Jofen, the son-in-law of the Alter of Novardok. Following his bar mitzva he studied at 

Baranovich for one year under Rav Dovid Rapaport, and then for a year under Rav Elchonon 

Wasserman. During these two years he lived with his uncle, the mashgiach, Rav Yisrael Yaakov 

Lubchansky. Later he returned to Bialystok to study under his father at Yeshivas Bais Yosef. In 

1941, he arrived in the U.S. with his father. He began giving shiurim that year at Yeshivas Bais 

Yosef, and continued to do so for the next sixty years, (5677–5763/1917–2003 – Adar II). 

� 20th of Adar II ~ Begins Tuesday Night (Mar 29th) 
� Rav Yoel Sirkis of Cracow, the Bach, (1561–1641), mechaber of Bayis Chodosh on the Tur, in 

which he traces each law to its source in the Gemora. In his youth, he studied under Rav 

Shlomo Leibush of Lublin and Rav Meshulom Feivush in Brisk. He had several rabbinic 

appointments throughout Poland, lastly as chief Rav of Cracow in 1619. He was the teacher and 

father-in-law of Rav Dovid HaLevi, the Taz, (5401/1641); 

� Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach, (1910–1995), born in the Sha’arei Chessed neighborhood of 

Yerushalayim to Rav Chaim Yehuda Leib Auerbach, mechaber of Chacham Lev and Rosh 

Yeshiva of Shaar HaShomayim. Rav Shlomo Zalman learned at Etz Chaim Yeshiva. He married 

Chaya Rivka Ruchamkin on Erev Purim 1930. Over the following nineteen years he wrote 

Meorei Eish on the laws of electricity, Ma’adanei Ha’aretz on laws regarding agriculture in 

Eretz Yisrael and a commentary on Shev Shma’atsa. In 1949, he left Eitz Chaim to succeed Rav 

Yechiel Schlesinger as Rosh Yeshiva of Kol Torah Yeshiva in the Rechavia section of 

Yerushalayim. He was the mechaber of Minchas Shlomo. His brother-in-law was Rav Sholom 

Schwadron. His piskei halocha on Shabbos are found throughout the sefer Shmiras Shabbos 

Kehilchosa, written by his talmid, Rav Yehoshua Neuwirth, (5755/1995); 

� Rav Refoel Blum, the Kashau Rav, who replanted his Chassidic community from Europe to 
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Bedford Hills in Westchester County, New York, (5670–5765/1910–2005). 

� Rav Itzele Ponevezher, Rosh Yeshiva in Slabodka and Ponevezh, (5679/1919); 

� 21st of Adar II ~ Begins Wednesday Night (Mar 30th) 
� Rav Meir Schiff HaKohen, the Maharam Schiff. Born in Frankfurt am Main, he became Rav 

of the nearby town of Fulda at the age of seventeen. His chiddushim on the Talmud are terse, 

incisive and profound. Soon after being appointed Rav of Prague, he was niftar at the age of 

thirty-six and was buried in Frankfurt, (5401/1641); 

� Rebbe Reb Elimelech of Lizhensk, mechaber of Noam Elimelech, (1717–1787). Learned 

under the Maggid of Mezritch. Among his talmidim were Rav Avrohom Yehoshua Heshel of 

Apta, the Chozeh of Lublin, the Maggid of Kozhnitz, and Rav Menachem Mendel of Rimanov, 

(5547/1787); 

� Rav Yitzchok Elchonon Spector, Rav of Kovno (1817–1896), lived in Kovno 1866–1896, the 

third son of Rav Yisrael Isser ben Elchonon, the Rav of the Lithuanian town of Roush, located 

in the Grodno district. After he married (Sora Raizel), he moved to Volkovisk, where his father-

in-law comfortably supported him. The Rav in Volkovisk at that time was Rav Binyomin 

Diskin. A great luminary himself, he was also famous for his illustrious son, Rav Yoshua Leib 

Diskin, the Rav of Brisk, who later moved to Eretz Yisrael. Rav Binyomin Diskin was so 

impressed with Yitzchok Elchonon that he set up a special chavrusa to study with him Choshen 

Mishpot two hours a day. In 1837, when he was twenty years old, he accepted the offer to 

become Rav of the small village of Zebelen, and then became Rav in Baraze in 1839. He 

became Rav of Novardok in 1851 and Rav of Kovno in 1864. He held the position in Kovno for 

thirty-two years. He authored Be’er Yitzchok and Ein Yitzchok (both teshuvos) and Nachal 

Yitzchok on Choshen Mishpot, (5656/1896); 

� Rav Shlomo Yosef Zevin, editor of the Talmudical Encyclopedia, (5736/1978); 

� Rav Yitzchok Horowitz of Stetchin, (1862–1940). His father was a direct descendant of Rav 

Naftoli Tzvi of Ropshitz, and his uncle was the Imrei Noam of Dzikov. Rav Yitzchok was 

succeeded by his son Rav Yehuda, who moved to New York before passing away in 1982, 

(5700/1940); 

� Tchaba Rav of London, (5749/1989); 

� Mr. Avrohom Dov Kohn, principal of Gateshead Seminary, (5748/1988); 

� Rav Doniel Schur, a strong presence in Cleveland’s Jewish community as a Rav, mohel and 

educator. He was appointed Rav of Bais Medrash HaGodol-Heights Jewish Center, 

(5766/2006). 

� 22nd of Adar II ~ Begins Thursday Night (Mar 31st) 
� Rav Yaakov of Novominsk, father of Rav Yehuda Aryeh Perlow of Vlodova (1878–1961) and 

Rav Alter Yisrael Shimon Perlow of Novominsk, (5662/1902); 

� Rav Yechiel Michel HaLevi Epstein (1829–1908). Born in Bobroysk, mechaber of the Aruch 

HaShulchon, Rav of Novardok for thirty-four years, father of Rav Boruch HaLevi Epstein 

(mechaber of Torah Temima) and grandfather of Rav Meir Bar-Ilan, with whom he learned in 

Novardok, (5668/1908 – Adar II); 

� Rav Eliezer Dovid of Radoshitz, (5687/1927); 

� Rav Avrohom Dov Ber Kahana-Shapiro, chief Rav of Kovno before and during World War II 

(1870–1943). Born in Kobrin on Yom Kippur, his father, Shlomo Zalman, was a descendant of 

Rav Chaim Volozhiner. Rav Avrohom attended the Volozhin Yeshiva. He was president of the 

Agudas HoRabbonim of Lithuania and came to America in March 1924 with Rav Kook and 
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Rav Moshe Mordechai Epstein, to collect funds for Torah institutions in Eretz Yisrael and 

Europe. His piskei halocha can be found in the sefer D’var Avrohom, (5703/1943); 

� Rav Reuven Grozovsky, Rosh Yeshiva of Kamenitz and Torah Voda’as, (1896–1958), 

successor of Rav Boruch Ber Leibowitz at Kaminetz. When Rav Reuven was a young man 

studying in the Slobodka Yeshiva, his father, the Dayan of Minsk, passed away. His colleagues 

at Slobodka included Rav Yaakov Yitzchok HaLevi Ruderman, Rav Yaakov Kaminetsky, Rav 

Aharon Kotler and Rav Yitzchok Hutner, (5718/1958); 

� Rav Yisrael Moshe Dushinsky, (1921–2003). Born in Chust, Hungary, to Rav Yosef Tzvi 

Dushinsky, Rav of Chust (later to become Rav and Av Bais Din of the Eida Chareidis of 

Yerushalayim), he was his father’s first son, born when his father was fifty years old. After 

many years and many berochos, Rav Yosef Tzvi received a berocha from Rav Yechezkel 

Shraga of Shinava, who also gave him his sefer, Ayala Shelucha, printed in memory of the 

Shinava Rav’s son, Naftoli, who was niftar on the 21st of Kislev, 1864. The following year, on 

the exact date of Rav Naftoli’s yahrzeit, Yisrael Moshe was born. His middle name was in 

honor of his great uncle, the Maharam Shick. The family moved to Eretz Yisrael in Adar of 

1930, one month before the petira of Rav Yosef Chaim Sonnenfeld. He was married to the 

daughter of Rav Dovid Yehoshua Gross, Rosh HaKohol of the Satmar Kehilla, in 1945. On 

Erev Sukkos of 1949, his father was niftar, and the twenty-seven-year-old Rav Yisrael Moshe 

was appointed Rosh Yeshiva of Dushinsky. In 1969, he was inducted as a member of the Eida 

Chareidis. He became S’gan Bais Din after the Satmar Rebbe’s petira and the Av Bais Din in 

1996, (5763/2003 – Adar II); 

� Rav Yeshaya Shimonowitz, Rosh Yeshiva Rav Yaakov Yosef, (5758/1998). 


Y HILLULA DE’THILLULA DE’THILLULA DE’THILLULA DE’TZADDIKAZADDIKAZADDIKAZADDIKA Z 

WHAT’S BEHIND YAHRZEIT MEANINGS & CUSTOMS 
The holy Arizal taught: 

On the Hilula (Yahrzeit) of a Tzaddik, he alone teaches in the heavenly academy known as 

the Mesivta DeRokiya, and on that day they only study his novel Torah thoughts called chiddushim 

as well as review his good deeds and acts of chessed (loving-kindness). 

The Bais Yisrael of Gur said that the Shabbos preceding a yahrzeit, we have the ability to 
latch onto and grasp that Tzaddik’s force and tap into his power. 



Y GEDOLIM BE’MASAYHEMGEDOLIM BE’MASAYHEMGEDOLIM BE’MASAYHEMGEDOLIM BE’MASAYHEM Z    

 STORIES & ANECDOTES 

Rav Shimon Rav Shimon Rav Shimon Rav Shimon bbbben Rav Moshe Soferen Rav Moshe Soferen Rav Moshe Soferen Rav Moshe Sofer    oooof f f f CracowCracowCracowCracow,,,,    11117777
thththth
    of of of of Adar IAdar IAdar IAdar IIIII    

The Michtav Sofer 

Born on the 13th of Teves to the 
Chasam Sofer and the daughter of Rav 
Akiva Eiger, Rav Shimon was a child with 
prodigious ability. By age eight people 

noted his earnest, sincere tefillos 
accompanied by crying and weeping; by 
age nine he was already mechadesh 
chiddushim, creating novel new ideas in 
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Torah, on which his father would 
comment, “This chiddush is said by that 
Rav, and this chiddush can be found in that 
sefer,” so true and correct were they. 

He learned with his father in the 
great Pressburg Yeshiva and was known to 
have a great, straightforward manner of 
thinking called sechel yoshor. At the young 
age of twenty-one he was already appointed 
as Rav of Mattersdorf, where his father had 
served before 
him, prior to 
being appointed 
Rav of 
Pressburg. 

After his 
father’s passing, 
Rav Shimon 
was eventually 
appointed to the 
Rabbonus of 
Cracow. He was 
widely 
respected by 
such 
Chassidishe 
leaders as the Tiferes Shlomo, the Yetev 
Lev and the Sanzer Rav. Together with Rav 
Yehoshua of Belz and the Shinover Rav and 
other Galician leaders they formed the 
Machzikei HaDas to combat the 
insurgence of the Maskilim and reformers.  

In addition to his rabbinic duties, he 
would involve himself directly in 
communal manners, collecting for 
hachnossas kalla and other tzedokos door 
to door, while he and his family lived very 
simply, to the point where all his silver 
spoons had been pawned to donate money 
to the poor. 

In his hesped, his brother-in-law, 
the Vienner Rav, Rav Zalman Spitzer, 
commented that Rav Shimon gave of 
himself for the klal, he loved every Jew as 
himself, he borrowed to help the poor, 
conducted himself in personal humility and 
showed great love and respect for every 
Jew, he had not a crumb nor ounce of 

personal glory or pride and was extremely 
great in Ahavas Yisrael and Ahavas 
Hashem. 

 

Av Bais Din Cracow – Mechaber of 
Michtav Sofer 

Rav Shimon Sofer of Cracow would 
see the citizens of Cracow and attend to 
their needs each day, and at night he 
studied Torah until late. Once, a child was 
deathly ill and his fever climbed 
dangerously. The distraught father sought 
the help of Rav Shimon and found him late 
at night studying the sweet words of the 
holy Torah. Sadly the father described his 
plight. As soon as Rav Shimon heard that 
the child was at death’s door he instructed 
the father, “Please take this handkerchief 
and place it on the child and im yirtze 
Hashem he will have a refua sheleima; 
however, please return it to me 
immediately the next day and tell no one.”  

The father did as instructed and 
miraculously, no sooner had he placed Rav 
Sofer’s handkerchief on his sick son, the 
child’s fever went down, the boy opened his 
eyes and asked for some water. The child 
had a miraculous recovery. Later that day 
the father came back and visited the Rav to 
thank him and return the sacred 
handkerchief. 

“Now I shall explain to you what has 
happened here and my two conditions. 
This was no miracle; rather, as you know, 
all day long I gladly carry the burden of 
Cracow’s Jewish community on my 
shoulders. Only at night can I study Torah 
undisturbed. This handkerchief is my 
nightly companion. I use it to wipe the 
sweat of my brow as I toil in Torah study 
with intense concentration. 

The merit of that study is what cured 
your son. My salary is not great and so I 
cannot afford a new handkerchief, which is 
why I requested it back – right away – so I 
can continue my studies uninterruptedly 
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again tonight. As for the second condition, 
you see how busy I am by day; if word of 
this gets out, my nights will be filled with 
the needs of the community as well.” (Ner 
Yehoshua). 

 

The Rav’s Opening Derasha 

The Tchebiner Rav told over this 
story as he heard it from his father, Rav 
Yekeleh Harimlover: 

When Rav Shimon Sofer was 
appointed Rav of Cracow it caused quite a 
stir. The city of Cracow was blessed and 
filled with many great sages and Talmidei 
Chachomim. Why then did the city council 
elect and appoint a Hungarian Rav? Was 
there any lack among the Galicianer 
Yidden? The presumed slight to their honor 
shamed them and they decided to show the 
new Rav a thing or two. 

As was customary, Rav Shimon 
Sofer posted the mar’ei mekomos – an 
outline of sources on whose topic he would 
deliver his first opening derasha as the new 
Rav. Many of the lomdim in Cracow 
decided to study all the sources and find 
difficult questions to confuse and thereby 
publicly humiliate the new Rav and prove 
that the Galicianers were smarter and more 
well versed in Shas than any Hungarian 
Rav could be! 

Rav Shimon’s supporters got wind of 
these plans and warned him to postpone 
the derasha till things died down, but he 
refused. When he mounted the steps to the 
lectern to begin his derasha, the Rema’s 
shul was packed. No one stirred, there was 
tense silence and Rav Shimon began: 

“Surely you have all heard of my 
father, the great Chasam Sofer? When we 
were younger my father had a student who 
went away from the path. He followed his 
desires and soon had left Yeshiva and 
opened a business. His scruples were 
totally lost and he even began to open the 
shop on Shabbos. When word got to my 

father, he sent my brother to warn the 
young upstart to close his shop and heed 
the sanctity of kedushas Shabbos. It was no 
use; the unruly rosha behaved very 
wickedly and he did not heed any of the 
warnings we sent him. Again and again my 
father sent warning through my brother, 
but the wicked former student cursed and 
yelled, and physically threw him out, 
warning him that if he ever came back he 
would physically harm him. Word came to 
my father that the shop was still open on 
Shabbos. 

“The third and final time, my father 
sent me along and told us that if the wicked 
shopkeeper would lay a hand on us we 
should sanctify the Divine Name. He then 
taught us a Shem – a kabbalistic Name, 
which, if we had it in mind, would teach 
him a lesson. 

“We came and warned him and he 
slapped my brother. We left and were 
mechaven the Shem – we meditated upon 
the Divine Name. Then a Kiddush Hashem 
occurred, for at the end of Shabbos they 
took out the shopkeeper’s lifeless body 
from the store he had so brazenly opened 
on Shabbos! 

“Now I warn you all,” continued the 
new Rav of Cracow, “I have not forgotten 
that Shem – I still remember the Divine 
Name. If you have true, honest questions 
and wish to discuss Torah with me 
sincerely, all will be good, but if anyone 
dares to dishonor the Torah, and create a 
disturbance here, I will use the Shem my 
father taught me to cause a Kiddush 
Hashem again!” 

No one dared utter a sound, there 
was no one who did not feel scared for his 
life, and the derasha of Rav Shimon Sofer 
continued uninterrupted, for everyone 
feared that anything they might ask or say 
could be misconstrued as a slight of his 
honor! That was Rav Shimon Sofer’s 
opening derasha as Rav of Cracow. 
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Sow Tzedokos And Grow Yeshuos 

The Sanzer Chassid, Rav Gad 
Matzener, told the following story: 

Once, Rav Shlomo Bobover was very 
sick. He had excessively immersed himself 
in many cold mikvaos and he sent a letter 
of petition to Rav Shimon Sofer, asking 
that he should daven for his recovery. 

Rav Shimon replied that he was sure 
that the Bobover would recover because 
when he davened his tefillos were fluid and 
fluent, as if sent and delivered from Heaven 
(see Berochos 34b). He then added, “If you 

remember, when we were together I 
explained the tefilla we say in davening in 
birchos keriyas shema: zore’a tzedokos, 
matzmiach yeshuos, that whoever sows 
tzedoka – does good deeds of kindness and 
charity, then he grows his own yeshua 
(salvation). Therefore I ask the Bobover 
Rav to intercede on behalf of the 
appointment of a certain Rav to the 
position of chief Rav of a certain city. 

The Bobover Rav indeed did so and 
he recovered completely. 

    

Rav Alexander Ziskind Rav Alexander Ziskind Rav Alexander Ziskind Rav Alexander Ziskind bbbben Mosheen Mosheen Mosheen Moshe    oooof Horf Horf Horf Horododododnananana, , , , 11118888
thththth
    of of of of Adar IAdar IAdar IAdar IIIII    

The Yesod Ve’Shoresh Ha’Avoda    

Rav Alexander Ziskind lived most of 
his life in Horodna. We know little of his 
early years and childhood. He was a talmid 
of Rav Aryeh Leib of Koenigsburg, the Ba’al 
HaPardes.  

The Vilna Gaon testified that Rav 
Alexander Ziskind was as great as his sefer 
and his sefer is as great as he was!  

Rav Yisrael, the Maggid of Kozhnitz, 
commented about the Yesod Ve’Shoresh 
Ha’Avoda: “Often we find written in the 
sefer expressions like: ‘Here you should 
become excited and aflame’, ‘Here you 
should be inspired to love and here to fear 
and awe’. The author had pockets where he 
stored all these feelings, so they should be 
ready at hand whenever needed, but what 
should we do, as we don’t easily have such 
inspiration readily at hand?!” 

Rav Ziskind was extremely diligent 
in giving tzedoka to the poor, this despite 
his own household being bereft of 
materialism. Indeed, he himself would 
borrow the sums he needed to distribute 
the tzedoka and would repay the 
outstanding loans by borrowing from 
another source and so on. In this way he 
would cover his debts, give tzedoka and 
continue to borrow and pay each debt so as 

to remain afloat. One time, however, his 
credit ran out; he had borrowed the 
enormous sum of five hundred thalers and 
he had no way of paying it off in time. The 
due date of the loan arrived and the 
wealthy lender sent word that he needed 
the money. Rav Ziskind sent word back 
that the day was not over yet. Then he 
proceeded to plead with Hashem as he 
davened in shome’a tefilla that Hashem 
should help him pay the loan, for if not it 
would be a chillul Hashem, a desecration of 
His Name, as well as close the door to 
further opportunities to borrow in the 
future.  

As soon as he concluded davening, a 
stranger approached. “Are you Rav 
Ziskind?” he inquired. The stranger was 
traveling through town and was looking for 
a reliable place to leave a large sum of 
money with someone he could trust. “When 
I return you will pay me back,” explained 
the stranger as he handed over the money 
and left. When Rav Ziskind counted the 
money, the sum amounted to exactly five 
hundred thalers! The Rav paid off the loan 
and later saved and borrowed to pay the 
traveler back, but he never returned. 
“Surely, it was Eliyohu HaNovi!” concluded 
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Rav Ziskind. 

 

His legendary self-sacrifice for the 
poor of Eretz Yisrael was even greater. He 
once traveled to Germany to raise funds, 
but when the authorities got wind of his 
actions they summarily sentenced him to a 
year in prison for illegal fund-raising 
activities on behalf of a foreign enemy 
country! As he sat behind bars, his fellow 
Yidden in Horodna raised the sum needed 
to bribe the officials and redeem him from 
captivity. Immediately upon his release he 
did not hesitate but continued to fundraise 
on behalf of the poor Yidden in Eretz 
Yisrael! When they pointed out to him the 
danger he was again placing himself in, he 
simply shook off their claims and retorted, 
“Should the poor of Eretz Yisrael starve 
because of such danger?!” 

Rav Areyh Levine related the 
following tale that he heard from Rav Ben 
Tzion Tzizlig, who in turn heard it from the 
holy mouth of the Gaon Rav Nachumke of 
Horodna: 

Rav Nachumkeh served as the 
shamash in shul. It was his job to see to it 
that all the guests had comfortable places 
set up to eat and sleep on Shabbos. Rav 
Tzizlig was Rav Nachumke’s guest for 
Shabbos and he had to wait several hours 
for Rav Nachumke to return Friday night 
so they could recite Kiddush and begin the 
seuda, as Rav Nachumke was busy with his 
holy work. When he returned he felt bad 
that his honored guest had waited so long 

and he told him the following: 

“I have tarried extra-long this Friday 
night because many Jewish soldiers who 
had returned from the Russian army 
service were here for Shabbos and I did my 
best to find them suitable places for 
Shabbos meals and comfortable places to 
sleep. 

“You know that on Erev Shabbos, 
Rav Alexander Ziskind used to immerse in 
the mikve, wash his face, hands and feet, 
don white Shabbos garments and hurry off 
early to shul to recite Shir HaShirim. His 
Shir HaShirim was hand-written on klaf 
(parchment) like a kosher megilla written 
in his own holy, beautiful handwriting. As 
he lovingly and slowly recited Shir 
HaShirim in intense, fiery dveikus and 
emotion, we have a tradition that the holy 
malochim (angels) on high interrupted 
their own shira to come down and hear his! 

“Surely I testify to you, that had Rav 
Ziskind been here today, he would have 
skipped saying Shir HaShirim altogether to 
tend to each one of these Jewish Russian 
soldiers!” 

 

They once brought in to the Bais 
Medrash a haggard, homeless pauper who 
had nearly frozen to death outside in the 
subzero weather. When they placed him by 
the stove to warm up, Rav Ziskind sat by 
and wondered out loud, “Why all the 
unnecessary efforts? Just give him a siddur 
and tell him to recite Nishmas – surely he 
will warm up and be immediately aflame!” 

    

Rav ChRav ChRav ChRav Chanoch Henanoch Henanoch Henanoch Henooooch ch ch ch bbbben Pinchas Haen Pinchas Haen Pinchas Haen Pinchas HaKKKKohen Levin ohen Levin ohen Levin ohen Levin oooof Alexanderf Alexanderf Alexanderf Alexander, , , , 11118888
thththth    of Adar IIof Adar IIof Adar IIof Adar II    

Rav Henoch was counted among the 
greatest talmidim of the Yid HaKodosh. 
After the Yid HaKodosh passed away, Rav 
Henoch sat and learned from Rav Bunim; 
after his passing, whenever Rav Henoch 
mentioned his hallowed name he would 
stand up and raise both hands heavenward 

as a mark of awe and a gesture of respect 
for his Rebbe. From Peshis’cha he 
continued to Kotzk, where he accepted Rav 
Menachem Mendel as his new Rebbe and 
teacher. From there, he continued to learn 
from his colleague and friend the 
Chiddushei HaRim of Ger. Only at age 
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seventy, after he had studied under the 
great Tzaddikim of Peshis’cha, Kotzk and 
Ger as a talmid, did he finally accept the 
yoke of leadership himself, agreeing to lead 
Chassidim as their Rebbe, which he did for 
only four short years, after which his pure, 
holy soul returned to its Maker and the 
leadership of the Chassidim passed once 
more to the Gerrer dynasty, to the Sfas 
Emes, who was also his Chassid and 
talmid. 

People said of Alexander that it 
exemplified the saying that there are 
seventy facets to Torah, seventy facets to 
Toras HaChassidus and seventy facets to 
Toras Chassidus Peshis’cha – and that 
Alexander revealed these seventy facets of 
Peshis’cha! Rav Henoch gathered together 
the best, most special and finest of what 
Peshis’cha, Kotzk and Ger had to offer, and 
brought them all to one place where Torah, 
Chassidus, holiness and a fiery spirit all 
came together as one in Alexander. He 
used to say that the Chassidus Peshis’cha 
that was studied at the Bais Medrash of 
Rav Bunim had three commentaries: 
Kotzk, Ger and one other…which he did not 
name. A different time, he said that Rav 
Bunim was ahava, the attribute of love, the 
Kotzker was yira, the attribute of fear and 
awe, and the Chiddushei HaRim of Ger was 
Torah and mitzvos. The Alexander Rebbe 
combined them all. 

His holy ways were hidden and 
wrapped in mystery; he told stories, 
parables and vertlach to hide his deep 
wisdom. Rav Moshe Baum of Peshis’cha 
shared the first Torah that the Rebbe of 
Alexander ever said: 

“When does a tailor sew uselessly 
with no purpose or success? When his 
threads are not knotted! Then whatever 
seams he sews come apart and nothing 
holds the stitches he sews together. 
Similarly, when a Chassid fails to tie 
himself to his Rebbe, if he is not bound to 
his Rebbe with a string knot, then his 
Rebbe can do him no favor and cannot 

offer him any help or aid.” Then the Rebbe 
told the following moshol: 

“Once, when the Bais HaMikdosh 
was still standing, there was a lamdan who 
sat and studied Torah day and night in 
Yericho. He never went anywhere; he just 
sat and learned. He even ignored the 
mitzva of aliya laregel, to go up to 
Yerushalayim for the pilgrimage festivals, 
because it would disturb and interrupt his 
learning. One year his boys were already 
old enough and they made their way to 
Yerushalayim for Yom Tov. When they 
returned, they described the great holiness 
that they had experienced while there. He 
was then filled with a desire to similarly 
experience this holiness and sanctity. He 
did not want his sons to interrupt their 
studies and so he went alone. 

“On the way he asked passersby the 
way to Yerushalayim.  

“Where are you from?” they asked.  

When he told them he was from 
Yericho they began to berate and beat him, 
yelling, “You old fool! Do you mean to say 
you have never before been to 
Yerushalayim? Lazy fool!”  

He decided not to ask anyone else, 
instead following groups that were leading 
animals. “These are surely people leading 
animals to sacrifice in the Bais 
HaMikdosh.”  

After following them to 
Yerushalayim, he asked passersby the way 
to the Bais HaMikdosh. Again they yelled, 
cursing and beating him. “You lousy sinner, 
good for nothing – how can you not know 
the way?”  

Finally, he unknowingly entered the 
Bais HaMikdosh but he was still lost. He 
passed all the way through the Azara, and 
from Ezras Yisrael he spotted the Kohen 
Godol wearing the bigdei kehuna – the 
priestly garments. “Surely this man is 
someone important and he won’t beat me,” 
reasoned the old man from Yericho.  

“Please can you tell me the way to 
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the Bais HaMikdosh?” he asked of the 
Kohen Godol. At such a question the Kohen 
Gadol wondered aloud, “How is it that a 
person can actually stand in the Bais 
HaMikosh and feel nothing at all?!” 

Translator’s note: I think Rav 
Henoch of Alexander’s message was that it 
is possible for a person to sit and study 

Torah all his life, but if he never travels to 
the Tzaddik or learns from his ways, he 
won’t recognize kedusha, sanctity and 
holiness, even when the Tzaddik stares him 
in the face. Even when he is standing in the 
Bais HaMikdosh he will feel nothing and 
remain unmoved, chas vesholom, as long 
as he lacks the guidance of the Tzaddikim. 

    

Rav Yosef Chaim SoRav Yosef Chaim SoRav Yosef Chaim SoRav Yosef Chaim Sonnenfeldnnenfeldnnenfeldnnenfeld, , , , 11119999thththth    of Adar IIof Adar IIof Adar IIof Adar II 
Gavad Yerushalayim  

A talmid of the greatest Rabbonim 
of Hungary, Rav Yosef Chaim came as a 
young man together with his Rebbe, Rav 
Avrohom Shaag, to Yerushalayim, and at 
the end of his life he himself assumed the 
title of Rav of Yerushalayim. He steadfastly 
stood against the non-religious Zionists, 
whose aim and goal was to uproot 
Yiddishkeit. He collected for the poor, 
especially helping to marry young, 
impoverished couples to establish new 
Jewish homes. 

Rav Yosef Chaim was also an expert 
mohel who had performed thousands of 
bris milas. He would often be found in 
Sha’arei Tzedek hospital checking the 
newborns before and after the bris. Once, 
the parents of a sick child approached Rav 
Yosef Chaim and begged the Rav to bless 
their son and daven for him, for the child 
was very sick and his life was in danger. 
Customarily in such situations we often 
add a name such as Alter, Chaim or 
Rephael, but Rav Yosef Chaim told them to 
add Hillel to the little boy’s name. From 
now on he would be Moshe Hillel. Why 
Hillel? Rav Sonnenfeld explained that the 
Gemora always calls Hillel by the name 
Hillel HaZoken, “Hillel the elder” – and 
thus it too is a segula for arichus yomim (a 
long life). The young child recovered and 
was soon healthy, living to the age of sixty-
five, the same gematria as the name Hillel 
(heh=5, lamed=30 and lamed=30). 

Once, a distraught kalla and her 

upset parents arrived to seek Rav 
Sonnenfeld’s advice. Rav Yosef Chaim had 
made the shidduch, and he was also very 
upset. It seemed that someone had spoken 
loshon hora and told the kalla’s family that 
their future chosson had developed a 
speech impediment and was stuttering. The 
“proof” was that he was no longer seen 
during morning seder in Yeshiva, because 
he was embarrassed to be seen stuttering in 
public! The parents pleaded with the Rav, 
saying, “We could accept this as a decree 
from on high and continue with the 
shidduch for if it is Hashem’s will, we will 
accept it, but the kalla is so disappointed, 
she refuses to continue with such a 
shidduch at all!” 

Rav Sonnenfeld was very upset 
because he knew the chosson personally 
and he knew that he did not stutter. 
Furthermore, he knew the real reason for 
his frequent absences from Yeshiva during 
sedorim: he had an uncle, a choshuve 
talmid chochom who reviewed Shas daily. 
Sadly, his uncle had recently taken ill and 
was confined to his home and his eyesight 
had deteriorated. The Yeshiva bochur was 
visiting his uncle, helping him to review his 
learning and studying with him Shas, since 
his uncle could not read till he recovered. 

“You have been told lies, falsehood 
and terrible loshon hora – worse than this, 
you and your daughter have accepted it as 
true. Therefore I myself can guarantee you 
that it is utterly false. Come back to me 
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tomorrow and I will prove it to you!”  

“Kevod HaRav – honorable Rav – 
please do not delay us another day. Our 
poor daughter wishes to know the truth; 
please don’t push us off!” begged the 
parents.  

“Chas vesholom,” responded Rav 
Yosef Chaim. “I am not pushing you off 
with needless delay, rather I have not yet 
davened Ma’ariv, when we ask of Hashem 
– Vesakneinu be’eitza tova milfonecha – 
‘please give us good advice,’ and therefore I 
will daven and give you a good piece of 
advice tomorrow.” 

The parents returned the next day 
and Rav Yosef Chaim told them, “You have 
greatly sinned in hearing and accepting 
loshon hora from jealous, wicked people 
who obviously wish to ruin this shidduch. I 
shall now rectify the matter. The kalla must 
do teshuva for accepting such loshon hora 
as well. Her teshuva will be to dress up as 
an Arab washerwoman. Then she should 
approach the chosson’s uncle’s home and 
offer her cheap services to clean his home 
and wash his clothes. As she does this, she 

will be present and overhear the chosson 
herself. He will never recognize her, but she 
will hear as he learns and studies Torah 
with his uncle. This will demonstrate that 
he does not stutter and that the lies spread 
about him are slander and that this is the 
true reason for the absence from Yeshiva.”  

All parties agreed. The kalla dressed 
up as an Arab washerwoman and did her 
duties in the chosson’s uncle’s home.  

What relief! She cried pure tears of 
joy as she saw her chosson and heard his 
clear, strong voice articulate the Gemora. 
The chasuna was later celebrated with 
great simcha!  

(Ner Yehoshua) 
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Rain, Rain Don’t Go Away 

Rav 
Yitzchok 
Freiman once 
told how, on a 
very rainy day 
in 
Yerushalayim, 
walking side 
by side to shul 
at a quick 
pace, Rav 
Shlomo 
Zalman grew 
visibly tired. 
As he 
sidestepped 

puddles, a small sigh escaped his lips. 

Quickly recovering himself, he said 
out loud, “May Hashem not hear the 
tefillos of the wayfarers and travelers – we 
want rain!” He then began to explain the 
Gemora that discusses this idea: “Why did 
the Kohen Godol daven to Hashem on Yom 
Kippur that He not accept the tefillos of 
wayfarers and travelers? Surely, if the 
traveler is a Tzaddik he will not daven for 
the rain to cease when it is needed. And if 
he is wicked his tefillos will anyway not be 
heeded? Rather, the Kohen Godol was 
worried about an ehrlicher Yid who won’t 
actually ask for the rain to cease but might 
just sigh at the discomfort, because the rain 
might bother him at the moment. Such a 
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small sigh from an ehrlicher Yid can cause 
a great stir in the Heavens – so take heed!” 

 

The New Hadas and the Old Mesora 

Rav Shmuel Havlin once related that 
one year there was a shortage of hadassim. 
They discovered that a certain type of 
hadas grew in many Yerushalmi gardens 
and it did fulfill the requirements; it was 
meshulosh and an expert horticulturalist 
verified that it was from the same genus 
and species as the hadas we use. 

Who then could pasken this sheila? 
Only Rav Shlomo Zalman, a respected 
posek who nonetheless did not shirk from 
paskening regarding modern technology 
and advances. The matter was presented to 
Rav Shlomo Zalman but he would not 
permit the use of the new type of hadassim. 
This hadas, he explained, is different from 
the one for which we have a mesora in Am 
Yisrael. Even if someone would argue that 
the hadas we use today is the wrong one, 
still we would prefer it over the new one. 
Why? Because the new one has no mesora. 
Better we all sit together with Klal Yisrael 
in Gehinnom than all alone in Gan Eden! 

 

The Simple Rosh Yeshiva and the 
Learned Taxi Driver 

Rav Dovid Nadav related an incident 
from 1984:  

“When Rav Shlomo Zalman used to 
arrive as Rosh Yeshiva to deliver his shiur 
in Kol Torah he would often be flanked on 
all sides by bochurim who wished to catch 
a glimpse of him or ask a quick question. 
The bochurim noticed that the taxi driver 
was zoche to long conversations, 
sometimes lasting several minutes, before 
the Rosh Yeshiva exited the taxi. One day, 
the conversation lasted some ten minutes. 
We were jealous. What could the Rosh 
Yeshiva discuss for so long with the driver 
when we wanted his attention? 

“I dared to have the chutzpa and 
approached the young, non-religious taxi 
driver and asked him what he and the Rosh 
Yeshiva discussed.  

“’What? You mean he is a Rosh 
Yeshiva?! I never would have believed it! I 
met him some years ago and he seemed like 
a nice old man and he asked and inquired 
about me, my family and background. 
When I told him I had once attended a 
religious school in my youth, he asked me if 
I remembered any stories from Tanach. I 
told him whatever I remembered about 
Bereishis and he seemed very interested. 
So each time I study stories and Sipurei 
Mikra, children’s books, and tell him 
stories about Tanach and he always listens 
and seems so interested that I always study 
more to tell him more stories. I would 
never have guessed he was a Rosh 
Yeshiva!’” 

 

One of the Family 

I once met a simple Jew who had 
emigrated from the former Soviet Union 
and who had no family in Eretz Yisrael. He 
and his entire family were permanent 
fixtures at all the Auerbach family simchas. 
When questioned how he was related, 
maybe a distant relative, he told the 
following tale of Ahavas Yisrael: 

He had once met Rav Shlomo 
Zalman years ago and the Rav asked him 
about his background and family. When 
the young man admitted he had no family 
and was struggling all alone in Eretz 
Yisrael, Rav Shlomo Zalman said, “Listen, 
let’s be friends! My schedule is packed and 
very busy, so let’s arrange for you to meet 
and befriend my children. Then, when you 
attend our family simchas, we can also 
meet there and continue our joint mutual 
friendship!” 

And so he befriended the Auerbach 
family and at each simcha he showed up 
with all his family as a relative. There he 
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would happily meet and greet his “friend” 
Rav Shlomo Zalman. In fact, he became so 
much a part of the family that when his 
wife was due and gave birth early, he 
divided all his kids among the Auerbachs to 
stay – where else but with his new family? 

(All taken from HaTorah HaMesamachas biography of 

Rav Shlomo Zalman, p. 276–280) 

 

Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach 
Checks Out the Candy 

One day in the car after delivering 
his shiur in Yeshivas Kol Torah, Rav 
Shlomo Zalman asked the driver to pull 
over in front of a kiosk where he got out to 
buy a candy bar to cheer up a child whom 
he was on his way to visit in the hospital. 

After buying the candy, on the way 
back to the car, Rav Shlomo Zalman started 
to examine the candy bar and turn it over 
from side to side. The person 
accompanying Rav Shlomo Zalman assured 
him that he had no need to worry since he 
knew that this candy bar had a very good 
hechsher.  

“I wasn’t looking at the hechsher,” 
said Rav Shlomo Zalman. “I was checking if 
the candy was good!” (Aleihu Lo Yibol YD 
143) 

www.revach.net/stories/gadlus/Rav-Shlomo-Zalman-

Auerbach-Checks-Out-The-Candy/4919 

 

Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach Reads 
his Mother the Megilla out of 
Respect 

Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach held 
l’halocha that one could not be yotzei 
(fulfill one’s halachic obligation) hearing 
Krias Megillas Esther through a hearing 
aid. Rav Shlomo Zalman’s mother, Tzivya, 
was hard of hearing and wore a hearing aid. 
When Rav Shlomo Zalman became bar 
mitzva he learned how to read the Megilla 
so that he could read it for his hearing-

impaired mother. 

On Purim, his mother would remove 
her hearing aid and Rav Shlomo Zalman 
would read the megilla with all his might 
close to her ear so that she could be yotzei. 
He continued this tradition for many 
decades. 

After many years of practicing this 
minhag, one of Rav Shlomo Zalman’s 
children mentioned to him that he didn’t 
think his mother could really hear all the 
words, despite his best efforts. Rav Shlomo 
Zalman answered him, “Know, my son, 
that I never imagined that she hears the 
Megilla k’halocha. All that I do for my 
mother is only to make her feel good and to 
honor her. (Halichos Shlomo, Orchos 
Halocha 2:29:1) 

www.revach.net/stories/gadlus/Rav-Shlomo-Zalman-

Auerbach-Reads-His-Mother-The-Megila-Out-Of-

Respect/5004 

 

All I Can Do For You Is Cry 

The family of Rav Shlomo Zalman 
Auerbach recounted a story that occurred 
one night at a very late hour. A knock was 
heard on the door of their household in 
Sha’arei Chessed. A chosson and kalla 
entered, both of whom were ba’alei 
teshuva, with a difficult question. Their 
wedding was a week away, and it had 
suddenly been revealed that the kalla was 
passul for marriage, and it was forbidden 
for them to marry. 

They imploringly questioned Rav 
Shlomo Zalman, “What should we do?” The 
Posek HaDor heard their question, and 
gestured with his hands that there was 
nothing he could do. Then he turned to the 
chosson and kalla and said, “You’re asking 
me what to do, and I know that there’s 
nothing to be done; can I provide a heter 
for someone forbidden to marry? However, 
there is something in my power to do for 
you. I can cry.”  
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The Gaon took all his Torah which 
he learned his entire lifetime, all the 
kedusha of his heart, and the tahara of his 
soul, and burst out in heart-rending 
weeping. Twenty-four hours had not yet 
passed, and the chosson and kalla returned 
to Rav Shlomo Zalman’s house. They told 
him that a man had suddenly arrived from 

Argentina who knew the kalla’s family well. 
He testified that the kalla was not 
forbidden to marry, and the information 
they had received previously was false. 
(Aleinu Leshabe’ach) 
www.revach.net/stories/story-corner/Rav-Shlomo-Zalman-

Auerbach-All-I-Can-Do-For-You-Is-Cry/1264
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Mechaber of Noam Elimelech 

From Inspiration to Action 

Rav Eliezer Lippa was a simple but 
devout Jew who lived in the town of 
Taranow in Galicia. He was not well versed 
in Torah and did not know the meaning of 
most of his daily tefillos, but he always 
davened with a minyan and was 
scrupulous to say Amen after every blessing 
of the 
Chazzan, and 
to respond 
Amen, yehei 
shemei rabba 
in the Kaddish, 
and to respond 
to Borchu. He 
never 
conversed 
about worldly 
matters in shul 
and accorded 
the sages and Rabbonim their due honor. 

Rav Eliezer Lippa was a laborer who 
knew many trades, but he is most well-
known to us as a water carrier. He worked 
hard and managed to make a decent living, 
as he had four steady customers, well-to-do 
merchants who paid him above the average 
rate for his services. 

Once, the Ba’al Shem Tov, before he 
had revealed himself to the world, arrived 
in Taranow. For all practical purposes he 
was as he appeared, a simple itinerant, but 

with a gift for telling stories. He used to 
congregate with the other laborers and tell 
them stories from the Talmud and also 
related to them how pleased Hashem was 
with the sincere tefillos and 
straightforward faith of ordinary Jews. 

One day, Rav Eliezer Lippa was 
guiding his wagon with its full barrel of 
water through the center of town, when he 
spotted his friend and fellow water carrier, 
Rav Zalman Dov, along with some other 
men, gathered around a ragged itinerant 
(the Ba’al Shem Tov) and listening intently 
with heads inclined to catch his every word. 

Rav Eliezer Lippa, his interest 
sparked, went over to join the circle of 
listeners. The Ba’al Shem Tov was telling 
the story of a wealthy man who lived in the 
days when the Bais HaMikdosh in 
Yerushalayim still stood. 

“The wealthy man was taking a 
fattened ox to the Bais HaMikdosh for a 
sacrifice. It was a massive beast, and when 
it decided, for reasons of its own, to stop 
still in its tracks, nobody was able to 
convince it to walk further toward their 
destination. No amount of pushing and 
whipping could make that animal budge. 

“A poor man, on his way home, was 
watching the scene. In his hand was a 
bunch of freshly pulled-up carrots, with the 
green stalks still attached to the bright 
orange roots. Wanting to be of help to the 
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hapless ox owner, he held the carrots to the 
muzzle of the ox and when it began to 
nibble, he pulled them away and thereby 
led the animal to their destination at the 
Bais HaMikdosh. 

“That night, the owner of the ox had 
a dream. In his dream he heard a voice 
calling out, ‘The sacrifice of the poor man, 
who gave up the carrots which he was 
bringing to his impoverished family, was a 
more desirable sacrifice than your fattened 
ox.’ 

“The wealthy man brought a large 
fattened ox for a burnt offering. He was so 
joyful at being able to bring such an animal 
that he also brought a sheep for a peace 
offering and made a huge feast for his 
family and friends. He also distributed the 
proper gifts from his sacrifices to the 
Kohanim. His joy was so intense that he 
held back nothing. 

“The poor man, on the other hand, 
in his poverty, had only a few carrots to 
bring home for his family. What were his 
carrots compared to the fatted animal of 
the wealthy man? 

“Nevertheless”, said the Ba’al Shem 
Tov, “Hashem desires the heart. Any 
mitzva a person may do, whether great or 
small, simple or difficult, is judged by how 
it is performed. A mitzva done for 
Hashem’s sake, with great simcha and 
purity of heart, is very precious to the 
Creator. Hashem cries out to the 
malochim, ‘Look at the mitzva my 
son/daughter has done!’ Hashem, from His 
place in the heavens, saw that although the 

wealthy man had offered much, the poor 
man had offered much more.” 

Rav Eliezer Lippa’s mind knew no 
rest. How he longed to be able to do a 
mitzva like the poor man in the story – 
with pure intention and a joyful, 
overflowing heart. The weeks passed and 
still Rav Eliezer Lippa knew no peace, for 
the desire to be able to do such a mitzva 
tortured his heart. 

One day, as Rav Eliezer Lippa was 
delivering water to one of his wealthy 
customers, he had an idea, an idea so 
perfect, that his whole being became 
flushed with a great sense of pleasure and 
relief. Rav Eliezer Lippa’s four wealthy 
customers provided him with half of his 
livelihood, since they paid him far more 
than the going rate for a barrel of water. On 
the other hand, his friend Rav Zalman Dov 
supplied the town’s four shuls which paid 
him half price for their water.  

“I can switch four of my customers 
for four of his,” thought Rav Eliezer Lippa. 
“Four wealthy homes for four shuls.” He 
was anxious to serve Hashem by providing 
the water with which the congregants 
would wash their hands. Certainly the 
mitzva was of more value than the profits 
he would give up. 

He went home and told his wife 
about the story of the Ba’al Shem Tov, and 
how doing a mitzva with joy is like bringing 
a sacrifice in the Bais HaMikdosh, even 
though it no longer stands. His wife readily 
agreed to the idea, as did Rav Zalman Dov, 
who sorely needed extra income. The deal 
was struck and the transfer of customers 
was made. No one but Rav Eliezer Lippa 
and his wife knew what had happened and 
they were overjoyed at the prospects for 
their new “business”. There were days 
when even Rav Eliezer Lippa’s wife went to 
the river to participate in the mitzva of 
“drawing the water for the shuls”. 

The whole while they would 
concentrate on the mitzva of preparing the 
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water for the congregants to wash their 
hands before tefillos, and their joy was 
boundless, for they understood that 
Hashem desires the heart. 

According to some, the story 
continues. In the merit of the mitzva that 
Rav Eliezer Lippa and his wife performed, 
they were blessed with children, for she 
had formerly been barren. Those children 
grew to be luminaries who lit up the Jewish 
world and inspired tens of thousands to 
return to Hashem in teshuva and to serve 
Him with joy. 

Two of those sons were Rebbe Reb 
Elimelech of Lizhensk and Rebbe Reb 
Zusha of Anipoli, two principal talmidim of 
the Ba’al Shem Tov’s successor, the 
Maggid of Mezritch. 

www.nishmas.org/stories/action.htm 

 

Teshuva – Don’t Leave the World 
Without It 

Once, a Chassid from a neighboring 
town came to Rav Hirsch Riminover and 
begged him to somehow intercede so that 
his father-in-law would die. “What!” 
exclaimed Rav Hirsch. “What are you 
talking about?” 

“Well, my father-in-law is very old, 
already more than a hundred,” explained 
the Chassid, “and he has to be watched 
over all the time. He can’t really do much 
for himself, and he is miserable most of the 
time. He doesn’t learn and doesn’t daven 
anymore. He has had enough of life 
already, but he just keeps hanging on day 
after day, week after week, year after year.” 

Rav Hirsch did not really know what 
to say, but he reasoned that a Yid who lived 
to such an age must have some kind of 
merit. He told the Chassid to bring in the 
old man to speak with him. The Chassid 
protested, saying that his father-in-law was 
too old and too feeble, but Rav Hirsch 
would not relent.  

“Bring him in anyway, as I have 

requested,” he ordered. 

So they picked up the old man and 
brought him to Riminov. They carried him 
in on a bed and placed him in front of Rav 
Hirsch. Rav Hirsch began to ask him 
questions. He soon found out that the old 
man had been a simple, boorish Jew. He 
had been a ba’al agola (wagon driver) all 
his life. He davened in the morning, but his 
real interest was to get to breakfast. He 
went to shul on Shabbos, but the cholent 
(Sabbath stew) was his goal. 

Rav Hirsch peppered him with more 
questions to find out if the old Jew could 
remember any reason that might account 
for his many years. Maybe there was some 
special mitzva that he did once or had 
some experience; maybe he had been to a 
Tzaddik on a special occasion. 

Then the old Jew recalled that once 
some avreichim (married Yeshiva 
students) had asked him to take them for 
Shabbos to a town about half a day’s 
journey away called Lizhensk. “They 
pleaded with me but I didn’t want to go. I 
told them that I like Shabbos at home with 
my bed and my cholent. But they promised 
me a good wage and the same food that I 
would eat at home and then some. So I 
finally agreed and we set off. We got there 
not long before Shabbos and they set me up 
in a nice hotel. 

“Sure enough, right after the 
davening, they showed up with a great 
meal, everything, just as I like it. They 
came back a little while later and they 
asked me if I wanted to go with them to 
some kind of gathering, but I told them 
that I didn’t come for that kind of thing, 
and they should let me sleep. So, being 
decent guys, they did. 

“In the morning after the davening, 
they again brought me a good meal with a 
cholent even better than I would have 
gotten at home. I ate my fill and went to 
sleep. 

“When I got up from my nap it was 
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close to dark and nobody was around. I 
waited awhile but my passengers did not 
show their faces. So I went to look for 
them. I came to the shul and I heard the 
loudest singing and saw the wildest 
dancing you can imagine. It sounded like 
they were all shikker (drunk). I peeked 
inside and there were empty bottles on the 
table and these guys were singing and 
dancing like anything. When I went in, I 
saw that they were in a circle and they were 
all dancing around with one of them in the 
middle. He must have been the chief 
shikker or something because he was tall 
and his face was red like fire, and he was 
dancing with his eyes closed and they were 
all singing and dancing around him.” 

At this point Rav Hirsch stopped the 
old man, exclaiming that now he 
understood everything. The tall one in the 
middle with a face red like fire was none 
other than Rebbe Reb Elimelech of 
Lizhensk. He explained that it is well 
known that whoever just glimpsed the face 
of Rebbe Reb Elimelech would not be able 
to leave the world until he had done 
teshuva. 

Then Rav Hirsch turned toward the 
old man and started to explain to him in a 
gentle, fatherly way how Hashem created 
the world, and how everything in it was put 
here for our benefit. He described the 
beauty of the Creation, how every aspect of 
it is perfect, existing together in total 
harmony. 

Then he began to explain the nature 
of the Jewish soul. He described how every 
Jew is like one neshoma; we are only 
separated by the physical bodies that we 
bear. Later, he gave us the Torah and its 
mitzvos, specific instructions for serving 
Hashem and understanding His will. 

The old Jew sat and listened but did 
not utter a sound. 

So Rav Hirsch continued. He began 
to describe how we were given the Shabbos 
to further bring ourselves closer to 

Hashem. We welcome the Shabbos, and 
Hashem comes to us and so to speak, sits at 
our table with us sharing our food and 
company. 

At this point, the old Jew turned his 
head and stared dreamily out of the 
window. A moment passed and he let out a 
deep sigh. Rav Hirsch, (who was a Kohen) 
quickly ordered all of the Kohanim to 
immediately leave the room (Kohanim 
even today are forbidden contact with the 
dead). The old Jew heaved one more sigh of 
remorseful repentance, and left this world 
for the next. 

www.nishmas.org/stories/teshuva.htm 

 

One of the many meanings of the * in 
the sefer Noam Elimelech 

There is an additional factor in 
understanding this genius of a book and 
that is that there is a * on almost every 
sentence. This is because the sentence is 
incomplete; he starts a sentence and then 
stops at the *; at this point the reader is 
expected to be in tune with the Rebbe Reb 
Elimelech and is supposed to intuit his 
wisdom to fill in the missing space. This is 
the reason why so many people cannot 
understand the wisdom in this book. 
However, there is a solution to 
understanding and filling in the correct 
message at each * and that is through 
spiritual meditation, tuning into the 
spiritual world; where the intuitive 
thoughts you receive will “fill in” each and 
every *. 

There is another meaning of the *, 
related to the astrology of the stars in the 
sky. For each particular week that the 
section of the book is learned, the * refers 
to the stars in the sky, indicating that 
spiritual wisdom comes from Ein Sof – the 
infinite ether from beyond our solar 
system. 

www.spiritualsecrets.info/rebbeelimelech.html 
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The Aruch HaShulchon  

In the laws of Ma’achalei Akum 
Siman 115:5-6, the Aruch HaShulchon 
takes issue with those poskim who were 
lenient regarding the prohibition of Cholov 
Akum (milk from a non-Jewish source). He 
rules stringently that only Cholov Yisrael is 
permitted and that there is no place for any 
leniency, and lashes out against those who 
permit Cholov Akum. In se’if vav he tells 
the following story: 

I shall now prove to you clearly how 
all the words of the holy Rabbonim are like 
fiery coals, based on what was 
brokenheartedly confessed to me when I 
served as the Rav in a city [whose name he 
does not divulge].  

One of the choshuva ba’alei batim 
there was lenient with regard to Cholov 
Akum and he drank such milk when he was 
out of his home in the big city. He was in 
the city often for business and there, with 
many other guests, he would go to drink a 
hot coffee in the morning. He went across 
the street from the hotel where he was 
staying and would purchase fatty milk 
called Semanat from a non-Jewish 
shopkeeper’s store.  

One day, he wondered how such a 
small shop could always have such a large 
daily supply of fresh, fatty milk? So he 
went to the shopkeeper and the 
shopkeeper revealed that he went every 
morning to the local butcher and bought 
calf’s brains. Then he melted them and 
mixed them with the milk, cooking them 
until the milk was good and fatty! At 
hearing this, all these Jews prostrated 
themselves in anguish and cried out that 
they had sinned and eaten treif, as well as 
bosor becholov – meat and milk cooked 
together!  

This ba’al habayis admitted and 
confessed all this to me and said to me, 
“How great are the words of our wise men, 
Rabbonim and sages!” I have received this 
as a tradition that within each rabbinic 
decree, besides the revealed reasons, there 
are also many hidden reasons, which they 
never revealed. Whoever listens to them 
shall have much berocha from Hashem and 
his reward shall be paid. [I also overheard 
that in America, many gentiles drink pig’s 
milk, which is plentiful there.] 
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